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Turn video into gif android

Did you know that you can create GIFs on an Android phone? You can turn your favorite shows and movies into moving reaction images or create some funny GIFs from videos of your friends, family or pets! You can even add moving elements to your slides to create unique GIFs. Making GIFs on your
Android phone is a fun way to create moving images on the go so you always have the perfect reaction GIF when you text your friends. Creating them is easy, and we explain how by using the free GIPHY app. Read on! What is a GIF? Short for Graphics Interchange Format, GIF is a bitmap image format
created by computer scientist Steve Wilhite in the late 1980s. It was originally designed as an image format that could be easily downloaded from the now defunct CompuServe ISP. Gif, however, did not get its signature ability to show off animations until a few years and some revisions after the first
release. Today, GIF is a common image format used on the web to show off short animations easily. Due to the format's comparatively small file size compared to full resolution videos, gIFs have become an easy way to share moments on the web. Communities on Reddit, such as r/GIF, are dedicated to
sharing some of the best GIFs available on the web and showing off abilities of the format. It's important to note that GIFs are really an image format, and thus can't reproduce sounds — they're silent. Use GIPHY GIPHY is our current favorite for making GIFs. Launched in 2013, GIPHY is one of the web's
most popular GIFs, but the Android app also includes the ability to create your own. After downloading and installing the app, you'll immediately see gifi's gallery, from where you can browse and search for different GIFs. If you're unfamiliar with the format, this is a great place to explore and get started.
Step 1: Press the Create button in the upper-right corner. The symbol changes from a + to a camera. Alternatively, you can tap the Profile tab in the lower right corner, followed by the large Plus/Camera button on your account page. Step 2: Press the Allow Camera Access button. Step 3: Tap Allow on the
two prompts. Step 4: Press the I approve button. Note: You will only perform steps 2 through 4 the first time you create a GIF. Step 5: The app uses the front-facing camera by default. Tap the Camera icon in the lower right to change the camera if necessary. Step 6: Swipe below the live feed on the left or
right side of the toolbar to select a filter or effect. There are 11 in all, including animated hands feeding you popcorn (shown above), VHS static, a red/blue filter for old-school 3D glasses, and so on. Step 7: Press the Filter or Effect button to take a static shot, or press and hold the Filter or Effect button to
create an animated GIF. There is also an option not to use a filter or a –it's simply a big white button. If you capture animation, the app slowly starts drawing a line around the entire screen. This is a visual timer. When the line is completely screen, the app will stop the capture. Step 8: With the scene
captured, you can now add to the image or video. Press one of the four buttons to insert additional elements: Text: Type the text you want to use nine different colors. Effects: Add eight different effects ranging from a rainbow overlay to a weird crystal effect to black and white film grains. Stickers: Giphy
provides a large assortment of animated stickers for the long time to list here. Want kissy lips? You've got it. Need some bling? There is a lot to dazzle up your image. Trim (animation only): — Cut the part you don't need by moving left and right markers. Step 9: Tap the crop tool located in the upper-right
corner to resize your GIF. The options are: Step 10: When you're done, press the purple right arrow button. Step 11: Enter the tags you want to be associated with your GIF (if uploading). Step 12: Tap Share GIF to send it via text, Facebook Messenger, Snapchat, and Instagram. You can also tap Save
Video to save the original captured video locally to your device. Tap Save GIF to save your creation locally as well. Step 13: To upload the GIF file online, tap the box next to the Terms of Service, and then tap the blue Upload to GIPHY icon. An alternative to GIPHY: GIF Me! GIF Me is an easier
alternative to GIPHY. It allows you to take video footage with their cameras and import photos, videos and saved GIFs with their built-in album. After you select the video, you can apply 11 basic photo filters to it. The app also includes tools to add and remove frames from animation, increase or decrease
animation, and add text. You'll also get access to fun stickers and limits to make your presentation shine. When you're done, you can save it in GIF or MP4 format. Editors recommendations Continue reading the main storyQ. How can I make one of these looping GIFs from a video clip on my phone?A. If
you have a short video on your phone that you would like to convert into an animated GIF, using an app to edit and convert the file is one way to do it. Browse your phone's app store to see what's available. Many GIFs list themselves as free products, but you usually have to pay a few dollars as an in-app
purchase if you want to work without on-screen advertising or remove the app developer's watermark from your finished creation. ImageApps like GIF Maker for Android are cheap and make it easy to convert a video clip into an animated GIF in just a few steps. Credit... New York TimesOnce you have
selected and installed a GIF-making app on your phone, you usually start the process by opening the new app, pointing it at your phone's photo album and selecting videos you want to convert to an animated GIF. Depending on the app you're using, you may get the chance to trim the clip down to just a
few seconds of action or to specify how many times you want the animation to repeat (or loop) as it plays. Some apps also include options for specifying image quality and file file when you export the finished GIF file. Lower-quality files tend to work better for mobile messages because they upload faster
and eat through less of your data plan. You can also make video loops or animated GIFs from iOS Live Photos and through tools offered in social media apps like Instagram, Snapchat, and Tumblr. In recent years, animated GIFs have become increasingly popular around the world as a way to share a
reaction or an important moment, especially in text messages, on social media and in chat apps. The looping, silent GIF files work on just about any platform, and the library of the files has become and/to some third-party keyboards and other apps for quick access when captioned. Several websites,
including EzGif, also offer to convert videos to animated GIFs, but you need to be comfortable uploading a personal file to a public web page. Giphy, a popular GIF repository, also hosts its own online conversion page, and also has its own studio to professionally create new content for customers. Tenor
is another GIF gathering place, if you are looking for premade creations. Personal Tech invites questions about computer-based technology to techtip@nytimes.com. This column will answer questions of general interest, but letters cannot be answered individually. No matter how you choose to pronounce
the word, a GIF is often the perfect way to express emotions. These animated images can say more than the 1,000 words a still photo word, but it's also more snackable than a full-fledged video. Have you ever wondered how they are made? Today we are here to show you how to make GIFs. After this
tutorial you may create the next viral GIF. Use GiphyPlenty of automated services online can make GIFs. Among them are Ezgif, Gfycat and Giphy. Today we use the latter, which has long been considered an unbeatable GIF champion. This is likely due to their extensive library, ease of use, and quality.
It's also easy to share these creations with the world, making Giphy an ever-growing GIF machine. The process should be similar with other online GIF creators, but here is how you can create one in Giphy.Using any browser, go to Giphy.com.Hit Create in the upper right corner to enter GIF Maker.You
will see three available options, so you can make one of the photos or videos, which you can upload. Alternatively, you can enter a URL for all online videos including those in Youtube or Vimeo. Videos must be under 100MB or 15 seconds long. Use the sliders to pick your start time and duration time.
Select Continue decorating. You can now customize it with captions, filters, stickers, and drawings. Select Continue uploading when it's done. Here's one I just made using Giphy:Make a GIF using your smartphoneThat was simple enough. Now imagine do it from your smartphone. You can technically
use Giphy's GIF manufacturer from your device's browser, but a mobile-optimized solution is a much better better to create funny GIFs on the go. There are a plethora of apps out there to make them. We've created a post with our favorite GIF creators, which you can check out by pressing the button
below. Make a GIF using PhotoshopIt wants to get serious with their GIFs can go with Photoshop. This professional quality software is not free and is not cheap, but it will give you more freedom to customize them as you wish. Use your computer to open Photoshop. Go to File.Put your cursor over Import
and select Video Frames To Layer.... Select a video and hit Open.If the entire video will be GIF, leave the option From top to on. To trim the video, select the Selected Area Only option and use the trim controls to specify your beginning and. You can also restrict the frames used. Now you can edit your
layer/frame as you would any other image in Photoshop. Color correction, exposure, contrast, and highlights are just some of the options available to you. When you're ready to export, select File, set the cursor over Export, and choose Save for Web (Older)... You can play with the settings here, or you
can just hit Save.Here are three ways to make a GIF from a video. You can use fancy software, a simple mobile app, or an online tool. Whatever your choice, make sure your GIF is fun. In the end, that's all that matters. Questions.
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